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Foreword

Dear Danoners,
Friends and Partners,

We hope that you are enjoying the warm days and the rain – and that you find the
summer 2020 issue of One Planet. One Health of interest.
I am delighted to provide the foreword for the final newsletter of 2020. Firstly,
allow me to share with you some great achievements by our Danoners:
• Danone yoghurt, yoghurt drinks and custard were selected by
South African consumers as their favourites in these categories in the
2020/21 Ask Afrika Icon Brands Survey.
• The 2020 Gold Pack Awards top prize in the Food Packaging category was
awarded to the Danone-Polyoak collaboration for the 100% recyclable
NutriDay tub. This vital project enables Danone to divert 700 tons of waste
from landfill every year.

While making healthy products that South African consumers enjoy, we never
waver on our quest to fulfil the One Planet. One Health vision. We were humbled
that Danone was acknowledged for its efforts to drive a sustainable business
during this World Food Day which was held on 16 October 2020.
Some projects where Danone held the stage was the Mail & Guardian webinar,
“Corporates: A Force for Good for a Sustainable Future”. This virtual event
allowed Danone to involve our partners – the World Wide Fund for Nature
(WWF), Pick n Pay and one of our dairy farmers, Mearns Farming. It was the ideal
opportunity to showcase Danone’s Choose Well programme that encourages
consumers to make conscious decisions to eat well and to choose foods that are
manufactured responsibly. Choice is at the heart of simple powerful changes we
can exercise to vote for a better, healthier future.
As part of a global press conference coordinated by the Consumer Goods
Council of South Africa and the European Commission to discuss food waste,
Danone was acknowledged for our commitment to zero waste to landfill by
2030.
As the Operations Director, it is my privilege to be at the coal face of upscaling
and producing healthy food for South Africans. What I respect the most is that
what my team produces is underpinned by years of work in science and research.
It was remarkable to have 590 dietitians and health experts at the One Health
Summit to listen to global experts speak about the unique cultures we use to
make our Activia brand.
The dynamic man behind the Activia product development, Dr Fru Nche, our
Research and Innovation Director, is well recognised for his contribution in
nurturing young scientists. He recently judged the food solutions invented by final
year Food Science students from Stellenbosch University. These food solutions
encouraged the use of local ingredients and some novel ideas were sampled like
a chocolate-flavoured drink, a liquid egg alternative and other food products
made entirely from plants.
Our conscious leadership goes beyond how we make our product and extends to
the work we do within the communities. The Nutriday brand has been supporting
women from the Clothing Bank to stay employed during what has been the most
challenging year.
We continue to bring you up-close with the members of our leadership team, and
it’s my pleasure to introduce you to Nelli Cele, Danone Southern Africa Marketing
Director and Egon Theunissen, our Commercial Director. Their positive energy
and passion make them true champions of our dual purpose – to do good for
South Africans and our environment as we pursue sustainable business goals.

Kid Nkantsu
Operations Director

Danone’s passion for purpose is also illustrated in the significance of our 90-day
on-boarding journey through which new recruits become Danoners and believers
– ready to inform, connect and engage with our communities and consumers.
In closing, I wish you good health and safe holidays and look forward to
opportunities to engage with you in 2021.
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Up close with some of our Exco members
Favourite quote:
Luck is what happens
when preparation
meets opportunity

Nelli has close to 20 years’ experience in the FMCG and Consumer Health sectors and has
touched brands across home and personal care, snacks, grains and over-the counter medicine.
She is known as a commercially focused leader and builder of high-performing brand teams, and
as a strategic thinker with the execution capability to drive results. Her experience includes being
a board member at the Self-Medication Association of South Africa.

“I believe in planning for today and tomorrow, working hard to make dreams a reality and being
prepared for when opportunities come along.”

Nelli Cele

Marketing Director

Are you into reading and what book are you reading now? “The Ride of a Lifetime” by Bob Iger. I went to a
conference on storytelling, and when Bob Iger’s book came out, I had to have it.
What does OPOH mean to you? It is very inspiring! I would love to see it impact more lives in Africa. We bring
the One Planet. One Health vision to life through all of our Danone brands, fully integrate it with our Brand Manifesto
and ensure our activities from product to communication are aligned to this mission.
Your favourite healthy food? Avocado any day… thanks California for making this fruit popular.
Have your eating habits changed since COVID? I now look for food to be more enjoyable – in restaurant-style
so I don’t feel like I’m missing out.

Egon was born and raised in the Netherlands, but considers South Africa as his home. He joined Danone in 2014 as
the Procurement Director, took over Operations in 2018, and has acted as Commercial Director since early 2019.
Before becoming a Danoner, he worked in the procurement department at Heinz, starting with a European
portfolio and then branching off towards China, the United States and then South Africa.
“In South Africa, we need to look at the immense progress we have made and let that motivate us to make a little
bit of a difference every day!”
What book do you have on your bedside table? An iPad – I am under 40!
What is your personal feeling about One Planet. One Health? It is one of the things that
separates Danone from many other multinationals. It is the expression of Danone’s founding dual-business principle
to drive both economic and social progress by doing what’s right for our planet and ourselves. It is entrenched in our
DNA… so it inspires me to make better choices every day, professionally and personally.
How are you ‘Choosing Well’ each day? I try to be in reasonable shape by exercising. COVID-19 has made
me reflect on how we live our lives – I choose to keep things a bit simpler and save resources.
What is your favourite healthy food and why? I can make a pretty mean salad… but there is only one
right answer here of course: yoghurt! The Dutch are the record holders in dairy consumption, and I am no exception.
What do you think is key to sustaining the planet? For everyone to acknowledge that we cannot
continue like this! And even then, it will be a race against time… but the human race has reinvented itself a few times, so
it can be done – but only if we act together!
How have your eating habits changed during COVID? I’m enjoying eating at home a lot more. Simple
food and cooking together with family have been great.

Favourite quote:

As tough as that might
be at times, with many
days in which it feels we
have taken a step back…
we must just keep at it!

Egon Theunissen
Commercial Director

CHOOSE WELL : A call-to-action
campaign to fulfil our One Planet. One Health vision
One Planet. One Health is our vision that is informed by the
principle that the health of people and the health of the planet
are interconnected. It is a call to action to everyone to join the
food revolution: a movement aimed at nourishing the adoption of
healthier, more sustainable eating and drinking habits.

It is with this vision that Danone Southern Africa introduced a
Manifesto that publicly declares its intention to the people we
serve. It expresses a plan for our company to be an enabler that
helps people achieve better health and make better choices for
nature.

Our Choose Well Manifesto
CHOICE…
We make choices every day.
And it’s the small ones, the ones that we make without
even realising it that have the most powerful impact in our lives.
And every time we buy, every time we eat, every time we drink,

WE VOTE.

We vote for the world we want to live in.
We choose who we want to be – inside and out.

HEALTHIER. STRONGER. HAPPIER.

We source our ingredients with care, put in good nutrients,
prepare everything we make with the highest quality standards
and pack it responsibly, so you get the best
for yourself, your family and the planet.

WE CHOOSE INTENTIONALLY.
That’s the power of our choice, caring for you
and the world we live in.
So, when you think about it…
Choice isn’t such a small act after all.
It is the most incredible force in the world.
Towards the life we want for our future

CHOOSE WELL.

Danone. One Planet. One Health.

This dynamic manifesto was communicated to South Africans
through a digital campaign that created compelling and
relevant messages on how Danone sourced its milk and
ingredients with care, protected animal welfare and soil health,
how it used energy and water responsibly and designed
high-quality, healthy food to provide important nutrients that
the body needs every day and innovated its packaging to make
it more recyclable. These motivating and encouraging
messages that were shared with the public and key
stakeholders via Facebook and Instagram platforms had a
substantial impact and reached 10 million people.

There is a certain power that lies within people when you give
them a choice. We want to demonstrate how simple it is to
make a difference. We encourage you to join this food
revolution by following our social media pages
https://m.facebook.com/danonesouthafrica and
https://www.instagram.com/danonesouthafrica/.

Hormones and antibiotics - no!
Animal welfare - yes!
Over the last few decades, livestock farming has been
developing and diversifying globally to meet the challenge of
feeding a growing human population and its consumption
habits.

“Danone’s mission to provide healthy food to as many people
as possible incorporates responsible use of natural resources.
Animal welfare is central to this process,” explains Vaughan
Koopman, Danone’s Milk Producer Relations Manager.

This has impacted on farming models, as well as animal
habitats and behaviours, leading to the identification of farming
practices deemed harmful to animals.

For a start, we do not accept milk from farmers who use
hormone treatment on their cows. Each year, farmers we work
with have to sign a declaration confirming that they don’t use
hormones. This is verified through our annual independently
conducted dairy parlour food safety audit. Fortunately,
hormones in pasture-based dairy systems are not widely used.

Taking a broader view, there are many definitions of animal
welfare, but as a rule they involve two main principles: ensuring
animals' mental and physical wellbeing and
creating living conditions in which they
can express their natural
behaviours.

We use an Animal Welfare Tool to assess animal comfort and
the treatment of our cows. Visual inspections are carried out to
determine body condition, cow mobility and cow handling
These are the tenets of our
facilities. This includes the monitoring of udder health
partnerships with dairy farmers
using the Somatic Cell Count (SCC) of every load of milk
so that our products contain the
coming into the Danone factory. Thereafter, all our milk
is pasteurised, rendering it safe to create our unique
best-sourced fresh milk to help meet
yoghurts, custard and maas.
nutritional recommendations and deliver

tasty products to our consumers.

Vaughan Koopman
Milk Producer Relations
Manager

CORPORATES:

A force for good for
a sustainable future

Danone’s representative, Marlinie Kotiah, was joined by
sustainability experts from the World Wide Fund for Nature
(WWF), Pick n Pay and one of Danone’s dairy farmers in
discussing the intersection between food, health, sustainability and
corporate conscious leadership.
Over a hundred attendees from the private, government,
academic and non-profit sectors and some from the public
attended the event. It is exceptionally relevant for Danone to
directly engage with retailers, dietitians, food scientists, health and
environmental policy makers and implementers, grass-roots
formations and civil society.
“The time for speaking about nutrition has never been more
relevant,” says Marlinie. “As the world emerges from the
COVID-19 pandemic, the way people eat has come under the
spotlight,” observes the nutritionist and scientist turned business
leader.

“During COVID-19, food became medicine, because we
were talking about co-morbidities like diabetes, heart
disease and being overweight – all risk factors that make
it important to eat well.”
Marlinie had observed an increase in healthy eating behaviour as
the pandemic spread. “I saw people buy bags of oranges, looking
for products that were fortified with zinc and Vitamin D. I was
encouraged that people are paying more attention to what they
put into their grocery baskets.”
Danone’s acknowledgement that the food we eat and the health
of the planet are interconnected was appraised in many ways this
World Food Day, which took place on 16 October 2020. One
such was a webinar hosted in partnership with Mail & Guardian
on the topic Corporates: A Force for Good for a Sustainable
Future.
The webinar is part of Danone’s Choose Well multi-dimensional
initiative aimed at partnering, educating and mobilising
stakeholders and the public to join the food revolution in support
of healthier people and a healthier planet every time they choose
what to consume.

NUTRITION VS FOOD SECURITY
Even though South Africa is ostensibly a “food secure” nation,
research done in 2013 by Oxfam suggests that one in four South
Africans experience hunger.

“In order to address this pressing issue, cooperation is
paramount”, says Andre Nel, Head of Sustainability for
Pick n Pay. “Diverse companies are setting aside individual
profits and working together to provide food to people
who can’t afford it.”

The same collaborative mentality needs to be leveraged in order to
further sustainability.
Danone provided 24 tons of yoghurt and maas to Pick n Pay to
distribute to child-headed households. “Sustainability efforts
feature isolation and siloes,” Nel says. “COVID-19 has shown us
that we are all connected… but not really in the way that we
should be.”

Mkhululi Silandela, Head of Sustainable Agriculture and
Smallholder-Support programme at WWF South Africa,
agrees: “It has taken COVID-19 for us to realise that the
relationship between humans and nature is actually so
broken.”
“And what that requires is a strong focus on partnerships. Our
vision is to see people and nature thrive. In order to achieve that,
we cannot act alone.”
For James Kean, the owner of Mearns Farming, acting together not
only means using new, sustainable ways to produce dairy, but also
passing these skills on to the younger generation. At any given
time, the farm hosts numerous student farmers.
These youth gain “grassroots experience through the opportunity
of hands-on farm work,” says Kean. The students are able to learn
from people with decades of experience.
Kean says that teaching students has fortified his quest to do
things sustainably. “Teaching workers to understand farming really
drives me to improve soil health and irrigation efficiencies, and
decrease power consumption,” he says. At the same time,
internships “empower local communities and give purpose”.

Kean noted the knock-on effect of sustainable practices.
“By generating healthy soils, we grow more in healthy
pastures, with less fertilizer, chemicals and water. We
produce more nutritious milk, more efficiently,” he says.

It’s one powerful example of the virtuous cycle of planet-friendly
practices: consumers eating healthier food and financial wins for
the company.
Working with our farmers and retailers showcases how we
collaborate with partners to be a force for good. Danone never
ceases to look within its business and its duty to act responsibly
to nurture the planet. Over the last decade, our packaging has
evolved through down-weighting, removing excess packaging and
becoming more recyclable.

Last year, we transformed the NutriDay one-kilogram tub
from polystyrene (PS) to polypropylene (PP). By
implementing that one change, the company diverted
700 tons of plastic from landfill. That’s the weight of a
hundred elephants.
Danone is concerned with the idea of circularity and working with
other innovators to give plastic a second life, to make packaging
either go back into itself or become something else of value.
“When companies take responsibility for their products and their
packaging, that’s when real change happens,” observed Silandela.
“Only when businesses are accountable for their products will we
realise action and solutions on the ground,” he urged.
Nel hopes that the pandemic has given way to more of this kind
of forward-thinking. “We keep trying to stop things: stop the
degradation, stop the hunger. The pandemic could be the catalyst
for us to shift our focus from a reactive stance to a more
forward-looking approach.
“Perhaps after COVID-19, we’ll start focusing a little bit more on
regeneration,” said Nel.

FOLLOW YOUR GUT: One Health Summit reinforces the role of
fermented dairy and other SA heritage foods to support gut health
Almost 600 healthcare professionals attended this year’s One
Health Summit on 27 August 2020. Themed Your Gut’s
Instinct, the virtual event is one of Danone’s efforts towards
achieving it’s One Planet. One Health vision.
Known as the Yoghurt Summit for the past three years, the
event was renamed this year to align with Danone’s
One Planet. One Health ethos. Hosting events which gather
global and local scientists, to share the most recent available
evidence on nutrition and health is part of the company’s
continued investment in knowledge-generation and
dissemination.
Emerging scientific findings on gut health were presented by
international and local experts.
Professor Rob Knight, founding director of the Centre for
Microbiome Innovation in California, described the gut and its
microbiome as “the new factors impacting your whole lifespan
and health outcomes”.
According to Knight, the gut microbiome can be a predictor for
health and disease and affects a multitude of conditions
including pain, autism, obesity, cardiovascular risk, anxiety,
depression and multiple sclerosis. Modern life can negatively
affect gut’s equilibrium, leading to increased risk of disease.
This can be countered by eating fruits and vegetables rich in
fibre and phytonutrients and fermented foods.
Andrea Hardy, a registered dietitian known as ‘Canada’s gut
health expert’, agreed. “Nutrition is the quickest and easiest way
to influence our gut microbiota,” she said.
Hardy noted that the Western diet, characterised by too much
sugar, fat, red and processed meats and too little dietary fibre,

reduces the diversity and abundance of beneficial bacteria in the
gut, damages the gut’s mucous layer and leads to low-grade chronic
inflammation.
Hardy emphasised that live cultures delivered through foods offer a
simple, accessible way for people to consume beneficial bacterial
strains that promote digestive wellbeing. She illustrated this with an
example of a yoghurt containing a blend of five cultures including
the bacterial strain Bifidus ActiRegularis™.
Danone’s Activia yoghurt contains billions of exclusive live cultures,
including Bifidus ActiRegularis™, and has been shown in clinical trials
to help improve digestive comfort.
Registered dietitian, Mpho Tshukudu, whose special interest is South
African food culture and heritage interpreted the relevance of
international research for South Africans, taking local beliefs,
behaviours and dietary practices into account.
Tshukudu observed that some South Africans believe that
traditional foods have no role in a modern diet and that for many,
these foods are seen as ‘poverty foods’, despite their valuable
nutrients that can promote gut health and, based
on the findings presented by other
speakers, overall health too. She
called on healthcare professionals
Danone’s Activia yoghurt contains
to encourage the intake of South
billions of exclusive live cultures,
Africa’s heritage foods with
including Bifidus ActiRegularis™,
modern application to promote
and has been shown to help
gut health. Some examples
improve digestive comfort.
include using South Africa’s
traditional leaves, like Morogo, in
pesto, salads and smoothies, or
consuming yoghurt with live cultures, which
offers a modern appeal to traditional
fermented milk.

Anyone for “Gear up!”? Or “New Yolk”?
Danone nurtures upcoming food scientists
Each year, the Department of Food Science at Stellenbosch
University (SUN) hosts an event where the final year students
showcase new products that they have developed as part of the
module Trial Design and Product Development. The aim of this
research-based, experiential learning module is to allow students
to gain insight into the entire food product development process.
Dr Fru Nche, Danone’s Research and Innovation Director, has for
the second year been one of the judges helping to select winners
for various prizes sponsored by the food industry.
Students work in groups for the entire year and have to integrate
all fundamental food science principles in order to research and
develop products and suitable packaging. A new theme and
brief are set for each year. The theme for 2020 was
“Where does science meet new product
development in addressing sustainable and
affordable nutrition for the South African
consumer”.
Due to COVID-19, the groups did not have
access to laboratories and had to base their
concepts solely on theory and research. On
21 October 2020, the groups presented
their products during a live webinar hosted
by Food Focus. Some of the imaginative and
creatively named products were “Gear up!” – a
chocolate- flavoured drink made from maize,

lentils and sweet potatoes and “New Yolk”, a vegan liquid egg
alternative made from green mung beans and upcycled
aquafaba.
“I am passionate about working with food science students and
assisting them with looking at food offerings and their
opportunity to help consumers make food choices from a
combined ‘health of people and the planet’ perspective,”
says Fru.
Dr Maricel Krügel, lecturer at the SUN’s Department of Food
Science comments: “We were very fortunate that Dr Nche could
join us as a guest lecturer earlier in this year. He shared his
wisdom and experience on career choices and
progression after graduation with our
fourth-year students. I look forward to
future collaboration to enable an
increased and relevant learning
experience for our upcoming food
scientists.”

Dr Fru Nche

Research and Innovation Director

Danoners roll up their sleeves for
International Clean-Up Day

The International Clean-Up Day was marked on 19 September
2020. This global social movement aims to combat pollution
and its detrimental and sometimes life-threatening effects on
our communities and aquatic environments.
In Johannesburg, as in many other human habitats, waste and
pollution are on the rise. Even with the significant strides made
by the waste-picking industry, waste management is a
challenge.
Danone’s One Planet. One Health vision encompasses a quest
to protect our planet and preserve it for future generations
through what we say and what we do. True to our
organisational fabric, on Clean-Up Day, Danoners with their
families and friends took to Robyn Park to join members of
the Randburg community and the Khuthaza Foundation in a
clean-up initiative.
“I loved being outdoors and enjoyed the amazing community
spirit among all the participants. It was an enlightening
experience. We learned about the projects run by Khuthaza
Foundation, such as the removal of invasive plants and
planting indigenous trees and bee-keeping and bat initiatives,”
Vanessa Siwawa Ndai, Brand Marketing Manager at Danone
Southern Africa.

The movement seeks to inspire active citizenry and compel
organisations across industries to play their part in saving our
planet and building our communities.
Activities of this nature should not be once-off or exist in
isolation. At Danone, we are committed to positively impacting
the environment through our recycling, product and packaging
efforts – all of which build on the progress we are making
towards circular economy.
Hence, we have partnered with the City of Ekurhuleni to
undertake a series of clean-up initiatives during November,
and involve Boksburg and surrounding communities, business
partners, stakeholders and government departments.
“Our business ethos is that economic sustainability needs to
coincide with environmental sustainability. Without this
synergy, the entire business eco-system is compromised.
“Our partnership with the City of Ekurhuleni is not only an
inspiring symbol of private-public partnerships but a tangible
benefit to communities. We look forward to jointly growing
and sustaining this valuable partnership,” says Henk van der
Hyde, Sustainability Manager at Danone.

Accolades where they count:
Consumers favour our brands
South Africans have voted for Danone in three dairy categories
in the 2020/2021 Ask Afrika Icon Brands Survey. This is the
largest annual benchmark survey of its kind and measures
loyalty across 237 brand categories by 25 000 South Africans
from all socioeconomic
groups.
“It’s exceptional for us to
be recognised for very
diverse, yet very ‘South
African’ brands,” says
Nelli Cele, Marketing
Director at Danone
Southern Africa.
For the second
consecutive year,
Ultramel was
recognised in the
Custard category. As
one of our heritage
brands, this brand
receives regular
honours in the
custard category as
a consumer
favourite. Danone
NutriDay yoghurts and
Mayo dairy snacks were

highlighted as consumer favourites
under Yoghurt and Yoghurt Drinks or
Cold Milk Drink category respectively.
“All our brands reflect the commitment
we have to bring health through food to as
many South Africans as possible,” says
Nelli. “Being mentioned in the results is
noteworthy, but to have three of our brands
identified as consumer favourites is
exceptional and something we are very
proud of.”
The Ask Afrika Icon Brands Survey measures solo usage, which
means that consumers will use only one brand within the
product category, rather than a repertoire of favourite brands.

Nutriday Clothing Bank:

In conversation with Faatima Tayob,
Senior Brand Manager
Tell us about the Clothing Bank
and how Danone is involved.

Over the last 14 years, NutriDay has provided yoghurt
containing essential nutrients to South Africans. In the
lead-up to Women’s Month in August, the brand
partnered with The Clothing Bank, a non-profit
organisation aiming to empower unemployed mothers
through enterprise development to help them become
financially and socially independent. NutriDay is known as
one of Danone’s purpose-driven brands and thus
supports and values the strength of mothers as progress
builders and the foundation of our nation.
In a cause-related marketing
initiative, we created a
limited-edition pack we
proudly refer to as the
Strength pack that was
dedicated to the
women of our
country. During
August and
September, 50
cents of each pack
sold was donated to
The Clothing Bank.

We understand the vital role women and mothers play in
our communities. We wanted to show up and help them
become more independent and our partnership with The
Clothing Bank was a natural fit. The Clothing Bank
inspires, up-skills and supports unemployed women
providing them with tools to start and run a sustainable
business – mainly in the informal clothing sector.
What inspired us to launch the
Strength Pack?

Over several years we started a journey to understand
the role of mothers, especially the challenges single
mothers face. The strength of women and mothers
inspired the 2020 Women’s Month campaign of
NutriDay. Despite the everyday obstacles, these women
nurture the future of Mzanzi – our children.
Inequality and poverty still disproportionally affect too
many South African women, yet the resilience and
fortitude of our nation’s women continue to form the
backbone of many of our communities. We’re inspired by
the way moms strive to build a better tomorrow and want
to help in every way we can.
Why is Danone supporting
The Clothing Bank?

The vision and mission of The Clothing Bank align
perfectly with what we want to achieve as a brand: to
make a difference where it counts!
The NutriDay brand wants to continue to contribute to
positive change and we will continue to make
contributions to purposes that work towards a better
tomorrow. After all – The Future Depends on Her.

Faatima Tayob

Senior Brand Manager
Let us know what you think about our strength pack on @NutridaySA

In October 2020, Danone received the top accolade at the Gold
Pack Awards in the Food Packaging category. The Gold Award was
received for a collaborative project with the plastic packaging
supplier, Polyoak, which resulted in a 100% recyclable NutriDay
one-kilogram yoghurt tub.
Polyoak and Danone are founding members of the South African
Plastics Pact launched earlier this year. By signing this pact,
companies commit to convert all their packaging to be 100%
recyclable by 2025. Both Polyoak and Danone are committed to a
circular economy where plastic never becomes waste.
With this in mind, our NutriDay yoghurt tub was carefully designed
to be fully recyclable. The tub is an innovation that will divert 700
tons of waste from landfill each year.
The Gold Pack Award identifies the excellent application of
innovative design and technology to enhance South African
packaging.
“In line with our quest to be the change in the world we want to see,
we were delighted that sustainability and environmental awareness
are increasingly prominent among the Gold Pack Awards entries,”
comments Diane Naicker, Senior Packaging Development
Manager, Danone Southern Africa.

Danoners are Believers:

Entrenching the company’s vision and aspirations

The success of any organisation is primarily in the hands – and
hearts – of its people. As a people-centric business, we appreciate
the significance and value of providing new employees with a
comprehensive induction. We all know how overwhelmed we feel
stepping into a new company with a new culture and that is why
Danone has implemented a 90-day, three-phase onboarding
journey. Danone has seen incredible success in this approach with
many Danoners voluntarily buying into the process and ultimately,
transforming from employees to believers.
Connect
Training each Danoner on our core values like quality, safety and
internal control, ensures that an appreciation and commitment to
product quality is instilled in our people from day one. The feedback
on the onboarding sessions has been well received and helps us to
strengthen the culture of quality, continuously improve our products
and create an environment where as Danoners, we own our products
on their entire “farm to spoon” journey.
Training in all of our business units is an ongoing process and covers
regenerative agriculture, One Planet. One Health, manifesto brands,
advice on balanced nutrition and factory tours.
In 2018, Danone started the “yoghurt ambassador” programme
where Danoners educate their communities about the benefits of
eating yoghurt and in this way, live our mission of ‘health through
food to as many South Africans as possible’ every day.
Inform
The on-boarding programme is designed to allow incoming
Danoners to absorb the institutional memory – including our vision,
mission and strategic business goals.
This is followed by a strategy and policy orientation, job function
training and concluded with a review engagement with the line
manager.

Engage
Central to all this activity is the Danone People Survey (DPS): an
annual survey that allows employees to anonymously voice
concerns and feelings about individual wellbeing and experiences
at Danone. Feedback consolidated from this report is shared with
the entire company and helps inform the next year’s plans.
“Through these integrated methods, we continually build the
Danone community and empower our people to be authentic
ambassadors for the causes they believe in,” says Dikeledi Dlwati,
HR Director at Danone Southern Africa.

199 Bryanston Dr
Bryanston
Johannesburg
2191
www.danone.co.za

@danonesouthafrica

